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Abstract
We construct a Lagrangian of Weyl spinors and gauge elds, which is invariant under
the action of equivalent local transformations on the spinor algebra representations. A
model of vacuum spontaneously breaking the gauge symmetry is suggested, so that the
leading approximation at low energies is described by the Einstein{Hilbert Lagrangian of
gravity. We consider a mechanism for the cancellation of cosmological constant due to a
symmetry between the vacuum strength tensor and the tensor dual to it. The appearance
of nonzero masses for the non-graviton degrees of freedom for the gauge eld is shown.
The generalization to the Dirac spinors is considered, and a group of additional gauge
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For two-component Weyl spinors  the algebra of -matrices is dened by the commutation
relations







where  = diag[1;−1] is the metric tensor of Minkowski, and the Hermitian matrices
 = (1;σ) have the explicit indices: ˙ and 
˙ = 
˙
˙˙  , so that  is completely
anti-symmetric tensor with the normalization 12 = 1, and the spinor indices are dened in
accordance with the following prescriptions accepted in [1]:
 is the two-component left-handed spinor-column,
˙ = []
y is the Hermitian-conjugated spinor-row,
˙ = ˙˙[ ]
? = c is the charge-conjugated spinor-column,
 =  = [c]
y is the Hermitian-conjugated spinor-row of charge-conjugated spinor.
Then the invertible complex matrices with the unit determinant M 2 SL(2;C) transform the
spinors in the following way:
0 = M







0 = M y,
0˙ = [M?]−1 ˙
˙
˙, i.e. 0c = [M
y]−1c,
0 = [M−1]  
, i.e. [0c]
y = [c]yM−1,
so that we can easily show that the products of yc = 
 and 
yc = ˙˙ are invariant. The
matrices M generate the equivalent transformations of -matrix representations, conserving
the form of commutation relations (1):
0 = M M y; 0 = [M y]−1 M−1: (2)
The innitesimal transformations are given by six components of anti-symmetric tensor !nm,
where fn;mg = (0; 1; 2; 3), so that
M = 1 + nm!nm;
[M y]−1 = 1 + nm!nm;
!nm ! 0; (3)






















In contrast to the space-time transformations by the Lorentz group, which are given by the
tensor of busts and rotations ! and act on the Weyl spinors by the corresponding matrices
of M(!) in the theory of special relativity, let us consider the equivalent transformations of
spinor algebra representations as a gauge group, which action does not change the space-time
coordinates. Such the gauge group changes the explicit form of -matrices, which can dier
from the standard denition of Pauli matrices. The observables of free Weyl particle do not
depend on the operation of this group, of course, i.e. the group transformations conserve the




L0 = i2 [(x) @(x) + (x) @(x)]:
(5)
Thus, we study the principle of relativity for the choice of basis system in the algebra of
-matrices for the Weyl spinors.
In the present paper we consider the global transformations of algebra representations for
the Weyl spinors in the Minkowskian space-time and derive the corresponding Noether cur-
rents in section 2. These currents determine the form of interaction with external sources,
so that this interaction has the form of product for the current and spin connection, which
appears in the description of gravitational interaction for the particles possessing the spin in
addition to the contact term of energy-momentum tensor with the metrics. Further we study
the local gauge invariance in the spinor algebra and introduce the covariant derivative on the
left-handed and right-handed Weyl spinors in section 3. The commutator of covariant deriva-
tives determines the tensor of gauge eld strength, which coincides with the curvature tensor
of spin-connection. We formulate the action of gauge connection-eld in the Minkowskian
space-time in terms of standard Lagrangian written down as the square of strength tensor.
This Lagrangian allows the expression in the form of trace for the square of gauge eld strength
tensor in the algebra of generators on the left-handed and right-handed spinors. We assume
that the Lagrangian of spin-connection gauge eld interacting with the Weyl spinors is renor-
malizable in the Minkowskian space-time, as it usually takes place in the gauge theories. The
invariance of Lagrangian under the action of group is provided by introducing the gauge trans-
formation of tetrad (vierbein), which determine the relation between the basis in the spinor
algebra and the system of Minkowskian space-time coordinates. As a consequence of tetrad
transformation, the energy-momentum tensor by its anti-symmetric part enters the law for
the conservation of spinor current. The local symmetry leads to the introduction of auxil-
iary eld of tetrad1. Further we involve an assumption on the spontaneous breaking of gauge
symmetry, that results in a background strength tensor of gauge eld in the classic theory.
Particularly, we write down an example of global, independent of coordinates spin-connection
with a covariant expectation value of vacuum eld, that can be related with the expansion
of strength tensor in terms of sum for the strength tensor of vacuum background eld and
the dynamical tensor of curvature. The contribution linear over the background strength and
dynamical curvature coincides with the form of Lagrangian in the Einstein{Hilbert theory of
gravitation. Thus, we see that the action of general relativity occurs as the result of sponta-
neous breaking of gauge symmetry, and in this limit it is the eective low-energy contribution
1In this way, the corresponding tensor of curvature under the metric connection generally remains equal to
zero, and the space-time of Minkowski does not curved.
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into the full action, that leads to the curved space-time because of the vacuum elds. The
term of Lagrangian quadratic over the dynamical strength tensor becomes signicant at the
energy of spin-connection quanta about the Planck scale in the vicinity of which, probably,
the reconstruction of vacuum symmetry takes place, and therefore the space-time becomes
flat under the absence of vacuum elds. The Lagrangian term quadratic over the background
connection strength tensor generally leads to a cosmological constant, which is cancelled by
the contribution caused by the product of background connection and spinor current, if we
assume that there is a corresponding condensate of spinor eld. The complete cancellation of
these two terms can be broken by a fluctuation of elds, that naturally leads to an inflation
expansion or contraction of Universe depending on the sign of fluctuation. We show that in
the studied example of background connection, the dynamical modes of excitations have the
masses in the region of Planck scale. Further we consider some problems appearing in the
formulation of Hamiltonian dynamics of spinor-connection gauge eld and suggest an ansatz
in terms of dual elds, that allows us to classify the dynamical modes of eld and to oer an
alternative mechanism for the cancellation of cosmological constant due to a symmetry be-
tween the vacuum gauge eld and the eld in the dual strength tensor. In section 4 we briefly
discuss modications of approach under consideration in the case of Dirac eld, for which
we naturally introduce an additional gauge symmetry including the electroweak symmetry of
standard model. In section 5 we discuss a reason for the correlation of vacuum bosonic and
fermionic elds in the light of supersymmetry, that, probably, provides the cancellation of
cosmological constant. We emphasize that the introduction of supersymmetry is a necessary
consequence of BRST-generalization of evolution operator for the spinor eld. Finally, we
discuss the obtained results of suggested approach in conclusion.
2 Global symmetry. Noether currents













where in the case under study we put !a ! !nm, the parameters of innitesimal transforma-




[(x)  nm(x) + (x)  nm(x)]: (7)




nm j ; (8)
where j =    is the spinor current, which is rotated under the action of group transfor-
mations in the space of -matrices.
Under the action of global transformation we get the spinor Lagrangian equal to
L00 = i2 [(M y) ([M y]−1M−1) @(M) + (M−1) (MM y) @([M y]−1)]
= i
2
[0 0@0 + 0 0@0] = L0;
(9)
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and it is quite evident that the variation of Lagrangian is equal to zero, L00 − L0 = 0. Let us
introduce the tetrad h m , which relates the local \latin" indices in the basis of -matrices with
the world \greek" indices of space-time:
 = m h m ; 





mn =  ;
m =  h m ; 




n  = mn;
h m h

n  = mn; (10)
so that for the transformed -matrices we get
0 = m h0 m ; (11)
and the innitesimal rotation of tetrad has the form




The variation of inverse tetrad hn can be written down in accordance with (10)
hn = −hmhn h m ; (13)
where the tetrad indices are moved down and up by the metric tensor and that of inverse to
it, correspondingly.
Then the variation of Lagrangian can be written down in the form
L = !nm [@ j;nm + hnT m ]; (14)






(Tmn − T nm) = 0: (15)
As we see, in the absence of sources the current is conserved with the accuracy up to the
anti-symmetric part of energy-momentum tensor T nm for the spinor eld. This tensor could
be generally reduced to the symmetric one due to the additional term of Lagrangian in the
form of divergence for a current, so that this term is transformed to the surface integral and
the equations of motion remain with no changes.
After the introduction of sources the interaction Lagrangian has the form2
Lint = j;nmA;nm: (16)
In this way the source, i.e. the spin-connection, should possess some transformation properties
under the action of symmetry group for the full action remains invariant after the change of
spinor algebra representation. These properties of source are investigated in the study of local
symmetry.
2We see that the tetrad is not a source for a Noether current, and therefore, it is an auxiliary eld.
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3 Local symmetry
The generators of spinor transformations satisfy the standard commutation relations
[nm; kl] = −nkml + nlmk − mlnk + mknl;
[nm; kl] = −nkml + nlmk − mlnk + mknl;
(17)
so that we introduce the \covariant" derivatives on the left-handed and right-handed spinor
elds
r  =   @ +A;nmnm  ;
r ˙ ˙ = ˙˙ @ +A;nmnm˙ ˙ ;
(18)
which have the consistent commutator determining the strength tensor of gauge eld A
[r; r ] = F;mn mn;
[r; r ] = F;mn mn;
(19)
where
F;mn = @A;nm − @A;nm − 2A;mkA;kn + 2A;mkA;kn: (20)
In the derivation of (20) we have explored the anti-symmetry of spin-connection over the
group indices A;nm = −A;mn. We emphasize that the strength tensor is reduced to the
standard form of curvature tensor for the connection determined by Γ;nm = 2A;nm, so that
F;mn[A] = 12R;nm[Γ].





where gPl is a coupling constant of gauge eld. Let us show that Lagrangian (21) is invariant
under the action of local gauge transformations giving the equivalent representations of spinor
algebra, if we introduce the following transformations of gauge elds:
A0;nm nm = M−1A;nm nmM − (@M−1) M; (22)
which follows from the denition of covariant derivative
M r(A0)M−1 def= r(A);
[M y]−1r(A0)M y def= r(A):
(23)
Denitions (23) are consistent, i.e. they result in the same transformation of eld A (22), since
the relation [nm]y = −nm is valid. Then, denition (19) leads to the group transformation of
strength tensor in the algebra of left-handed and right-handed spinors in the following form:
M F;mn(A0) mnM−1 = F;mn(A) mn = F ;
[M y]−1F;mn(A0) mnM y = F;mn(A) mn = F :
(24)
3The sign in front of strength tensor squared is xed in the consistent way along with the denition of
covariant derivative.
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Thus, the traces over the spinor indices for the squares of following quatities are invariant:
Tr[FF ] = −12 [mk nl − ml nk − imnkl]F;mnF;kl;
Tr[FF ] = −12 [mk nl − ml nk + imnkl]F;mnF;kl:
(25)
Then we can write down the Hermitian-conjugated expression



























In Lagrangian (26) we will not consider the \-term", which is usually introduced in the case
of nontrivial structure of vacuum caused by instantons4.
Then, the Lagrangian invariant under the local transformations of spinor algebra repre-






[(x) r(x) + (x) r(x)]: (28)
3.1 Identities of Slavnov–Taylor










(Tmn − T nm) = 0; (29)
so that we introduce the covariant divergence of current by the following denition:











= (A;kpSmnql − Smnkp A;ql) pq; (31)
4We do not concern for problems connected to the search for nontrivial classical solutions in the Euclidean
space. These solutions imply the instanton amplitudes for the transitions between the vacua in the quan-
tum theory in the Minkowskian space-time. In addition, in the case under consideration the \duality" is
written down for the group indices, while there is a possibility for the introduction of terms in the form of
γTr[FFγ ]. Another note is that the group SL(2,C) contains the subgroup SU(2), so that the con-
struction of classical solutions could be done by means of simple generalizing the case of SU(2), though in this
way one should investigate possibilities for a non-invariance of solutions, since additional transformations in
the group of SL(2,C) could lead to a trivialization, i.e. a transformations of \winding number".
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l − ml nk : (32)
The innitesimal transformation of gauge eld can be written down in the form of covariant
derivative for the transformation parameter !:
!A;kl = [r!]kl = @!kl + (A;kpSmnql − Smnkp A;ql) pq !mn: (33)
So, we arrive to the following form of conservation law for the spinor current:
[r j]mn + 1
2
(Tmn − T nm) = 0: (34)
Introduce external sources J for the gauge eld A:
LJ = A;mnJ ;mn:
Let us x the gauge in the Lorentz form, for example:
@A;mn = 0; (35)




The full Lagrangian for the gauge elds L = LA + Lgf + LJ remains invariant, if for any
parameters of transformations ! we have

(Lgf + LJ )
!
! = 0; 8!

) (Lgf + LJ )
!
= 0: (37)
Let us calculate the operator in (37)





(@A) @ [r!] + J [r!]: (38)




(@A) + J [r(A)M−1(A)] = 0: (39)
Eq. (39) gives the identities of Slavnov{Taylor or the generalized identities of Ward{Takahashi.
These equations are important in the quantum theory for the prove of renormalization [2].
They are usually written down for the partition functional dependent of sources G[J ], so that



















G[J ] = 0: (40)
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Thus, the identities of Slavnov{Taylor show, which constraints5 appear for the Green functions
due to the independence of observables on the gauge degrees of freedom. In the quantum theory













Lgh = c(x) @r(A) c(x);
so that the operator M−1(A) is the propagator of ghosts cmn in the external eld A.
3.2 Einstein gravity
Assume that there is a potential in the eective action, which leads to nonzero vacuum elds.
These vacuum elds nontrivially transformed under the action of gauge group, so that the
choice of conguration for the vacuum implies the xing of gauge, i.e. non-invariance of
the vacuum state, and, hence, that leads to spontaneous breaking of gauge symmetry in the
vacuum.







(mbn − nbm) + 1
2
Γ;mn; (41)
where the vacuum elds a and b have the expectation values







g2Plva vb; hbbi = 14 g2Plv2b :
(42)
Thus, we have introduced two parallel time-like vectors, so that the corresponding connections
are dual over the group indices: A[b];mn = −12mnklA kl[a] . Further we suggest that the described
components of vacuum elds determine the expression for the eld strength tensor in the form
of sum over the tensors of components, so that




Then, for the strength tensor of vacuum we have
R0[a];mn(a) = −(mknk − nkmk)aa
= a2mn − a2mn − aanm + aamn + aanm − aamn;
R0[b];mn(b) = −R0[a];mn(b):
(44)
5In the quantum theory these identities can be broken in the case of anomaly.
6In eq. (41) the sum should not be considered straightforwardly, since we show kinds of Lorentz structures,
i.e. the components of connection determining the contributions to the eld strength tensor as accepted below.
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The term of Lagrangian linear over the background strength tensor and dynamical tensor of

















 haa − bbi = −1
4
(v2b − v2a) R(Γ);
(45)
where we have introduced the Ricci tensor R(Γ) = Rγmn(Γ) hmγ h n and the scalar cur-
vature R(Γ) = R  . Sure, the Lagrangian of (45) strictly coincides with the Lagrangian
of Einstein{Hilbert gravity in the theory of general relativity, if we denote the gravitational
constant  = 1
v2b−v2a
and add the factor dening the invariant measure det[h] d4x depending on
the tetrad hm.
Here we challenge the role of tetrad. We have introduced the tetrad as an auxiliary
eld, which has been locally and globally reduced to the unit symbol of Kronecker in the
Minkowskian space-time. In the spontaneous breaking of gauge symmetry the xing of vac-
uum conguration leads to that the tetrad becomes a eld depending on the coordinates of
space-time, so that it is only locally reduced to the unit under the action of general coordi-
nate transformations, while we explore the linear approximation of (45), and the dynamical
characteristics of connection Γ can be ordinary reassigned to the characteristics of tetrad or
to the world metric tensor constructed by the tetrad.
Indeed, following Palatini [3], we see that the Einstein{Hilbert Lagrangian composed by
the Ricci tensor, depending on the connection7, and the auxiliary eld of metric tensor8, which
is ordinary dened as a quadratic form of tetrad. Then the variation of action over the con-
nection leads to the equations of motion giving the constraints for the covariant derivative of
metric tensor, so that this derivative is equal to zero. This fact implies that the connection
is consistent with the metrics, and it is expressed in terms of Christoel symbols. The action
is independent of auxiliary eld, that leads to the Einstein{Hilbert equations in the theory
of general relativity, so that the eld of metric tensor determining the connection brings the
dynamical characteristics of connection. The procedure of canonical quantization of Hamilto-
nian dynamics shows that for this eld we have two dynamical massless modes with the spin
2 [6].
Thus, the vacuum expectation values for the elds a and b dened above are related with
the Planck mass m2Pl = v
2
b − v2a, so that in the case of comparable values9 of va and vb at
the energies of dynamical elds less than the Planck scale we can neglect the contributions
quadratic over the strength tensor in comparison with the linear Einstein{Hilbert Lagrangian
of (45). Generally, at vb < va we could get the negative gravitational constant, i.e. anti-gravity.
Then, we arrive to the Einstein{Hilbert theory of gravity as the low-energy limit of full
Lagrangian in the spontaneous breaking of gauge symmetry, so that the vacuum elds lead to
the curved space-time.
7In this action we concern for the symmetric connection after the transition to the world indices (see [4]).
8We follow the presentation given in [5].
9We argue for this assumption below.
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3.3 Cosmological term
Let us consider the term quadratic over the background vacuum strength in the action of
spin-connection. The corresponding contribution to the Lagrangian determines the density of
vacuum energy due to the background connection. We can easily show that it is equal to
L[R0]2 = 3 g2Pl (v2b − v2a)2 = 3 g2Plm4Pl; (46)
i.e. we get a huge cosmological constant10. However, this contribution could be cancelled by
the term determining the interaction of vacuum eld with the spinor current, if there is a









where  is a dimensionless factor, and calculate the product of current and the vacuum con-
nection in (41), where the component of connection with eld a contributes only, so that
LjR0 = −3  g2Pl (v2b − v2a)2: (48)
We see that the cosmological constant is cancelled in the sum of quadratic vacuum curvature
(46) and contribution from the interaction of vacuum spinor and gauge elds (48), if  = 1.
Sure, the correlation of vacuum gauge and spinor elds, i.e. \ne tuning" necessary for
the strict cancellation of cosmological constant, points to some physical reasons, which nature
can be caused by the supersymmetry, for instance, though that requires an additional study
beyond the scope of this work. We will make the only remark on this problem in section 5.
Here we point out that the strict cancellation of cosmological term can be broken by small
fluctuations of vacuum elds, so that the balance state of system would be destroyed, and
at the appropriate sign of cosmological constant producing the repulsion, for example, the
inflation expansion of Universe would happen [7]. In this way, there is a problem of border
regions, where one should match global fluctuations dierent by their value or, probably, sign,
so that the corresponding domain walls appear not only between two expanding Universes,
but also between contracting and expanding ones.
Thus, we draw the conclusion that the cancellation of cosmological constant can take place,
while the mechanism is not clear enough and should be investigated, and the fluctuations of
vacuum elds result in cosmological implications.
3.4 Massive modes
Consider excitations on the background of vacuum eld a, i.e. in eq. (41) we substitute for





10It would be quite naively to think that the expression for the density of vacuum energy in terms of elds
a and b in eq. (46) is the form of potential V , if we put b2 − a2 = s2, then V  −s4 and it is not restricted
from below. Indeed, in the quantum chromodynamics, for example, the density of vacuum energy is negative
and proportional to the gluon condensate, so that vacuum energy innitely drops with the increase of gluon
condensate. The expression for the density of energy in terms of vacuum elds is generally determined by
the dimensional analysis, and it does not contain a full information on the nonlinear dynamics, wherein the
vacuum expectation values are restricted, and there is the anomaly in the trace of energy-momentum tensor.
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 [3v2a − v2b ]!2; (49)
where the term (@!)
2 corresponds to the gauge condition, while the mass of vector eld !
is determined by the equality




so that the necessary constraint for the positivity of both the square of ! mass and the








Particularly, the situation of v2b − v2a = m2Pl  v2a  m2Pl=g2Pl is of interest. In this case the
vector eld has the mass close to the Planck scale.
Further, let us consider the possibility for a variation of absolute value for b and introduce
b ~;














where we have denoted  = 3
2







We see that the mass of scalar eld is also at the Planck scale. The above consideration on the
mass of  is valid in the vicinity of ! 0. However, we study the situation, when hi = 3
2
vb,
i.e. the eld is, probably, displaced from its local minimum, that is an ordinary scenario with
the inflation [7].
Summarizing the consideration of massive modes and gravitation Lagrangian, we describe
3 massive modes of vector eld, 1 massive scalar eld and 2 polarizations of massless graviton,
i.e. 6 degrees of freedom, while in the standard approach to the gauge theory we should expect
that the dynamics involves 6 kinds of massless particles with two transversal polarizations
because of 6 generators of group transformations, i.e. 12 physical modes. In addition, we
can easily see that the introduction of scalar eld for the scale variation of a analogous to 
as well as the vector eld linear to b similar to ! would result in negative kinetic energies
for these additional elds. This fact challenges a more accurate and strict consideration of
spin-connection dynamics, that will be the subject of next section.
3.5 Hamiltonian dynamics
Let us consider the standard approach for the description of gauge eld dynamics. In this
way, the eld A0;mn has no derivative with respect to time in the Lagrangian, and it is not a
dynamical variable. This eld is a Lagrange factor, so that we can put
A0;mn = 0: (51)
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Introduce the notations for the components of strength tensor
F0k;0n = Ek;n; F0k;ij  12 ijn = ~E nk ;
Flp;0n  12lpk = Hkn; Flp;ij  12 ijn 12lpk = ~Hk;n;
(52)
where the indices are running in the limits (1; 2; 3), and E is an electric eld, ~E is a pseudo-
electric eld, H is a magnetic eld, ~H is a pseudomagnetic eld. Taking into account (51), we
get
F0i;mn = @0Ai;mn; (53)
so that the electric elds are given by the velocities of gauge elds.
Calculating the trace for the square of strength tensor and the product of strength tensor




  F;mn; F;mn = −
1
2
  FD;mn; (54)
we nd the following expressions for the eld invariants, which are scalar and do not depend
on the gauge:
I1 = E  H − ~E  ~H;
I2 = E  ~E −H  ~H;
I3 = E  ~H + ~E  H;
(55)




E2 − ~E2 −H2 + ~H2
i
; (56)
where the scalar products are contracted over the three-dimensional Euclidean indices in the
group and space.
In the formalism under consideration the momenta of elds coincide with the electric elds.





E2 − ~E2 +H2 − ~H2
i
; (57)
so that introducing the gauge
@iAi;mn = 0; (58)
we can calculate its Poisson bracket with the Hamiltonian of (57), i.e. the time derivative of
constraint, and get new constraint (the Gauss law)
@i @0Ai;mn = 0; , @i Ei;n = 0; @i ~Ei;n = 0: (59)
Thus, Hamiltonian (57) depends on the transverse components of electric elds as well as the










We know one exact solution of eld equations following from the Hamiltonian of (60): all of
the elds and momenta are equal to zero. However, we see in (60) that such the Hamiltonian
results in the instability of zero solution, and the perturbation theory built in the vicinity of
zero includes the modes with the negative kinetic energy (pseudoelectric eld). Nevertheless,
this fact does not imply that there is no stable state in the theory since the nonlinear character
of eld equations can generally lead to a restriction of total energy from below. It is evident
that in the case of existing the stable solution it is determined by dynamical elds, which
kinetic energy could dier from zero.
A possibility of such situation can be shown in the following way. For the elds determined
by the dual strength tensor we have the relations
~E nk = −[ ~HD] nk ; ~Hkn = −[ ~ED]kn: (61)




E2 − [ ~HD]2 −H2 + [ ~ED]2
i
; (62)





E2?(A?) + [ ~ED? ]2( ~AD?) +H2(A?; ~AD?) + [ ~HD]2(A?; ~AD?)
i
; (63)
where we have introduced the elds11
A?i;n = Ai;0n; @iAi;0n = 0;
~AD?i;n = 12 klnADi;kl; @iADi;kl = 0;
@iE?i;n = 0; @i ~ED?i;n = 0;
E?i;n = @0A?i;0n; ~ED?i;n = 12 kln @0AD?i;kl;
(64)
under the condition that the gauge eld allows such the separation of variables, of course, and
we can believe that putting the Lagrange factors equal to zero is consistent
A0;mn = 0; ~AD0;mn = 0:
The expression for the Hamiltonian in (63) shows its positive deniteness. However, the
construction of perturbation theory under this Hamiltonian is problematic since we assume
11Under the conditions of transversity for the elds of (64) we can show that the Poisson bracket f ~H, Eg =
−f ~ED, Eg  0 on the surface of constraints, i.e. the momenta of elds A and ~AD commute. The fact that the
elds ~HD and H do not depend on the time derivatives, follows from the equations determining the exclusion
of elds ~A and AD: 
∂0 ~A = − ~HD(AD, ~AD),
∂0AD = −H(A, ~A).
Thus, it is possible that the dependence of magnetic elds on A and ~AD becomes nonlocal in time (this should
not break the causality, since we transform the theory, wherein the causality principle is valid). However, we
see that the expression of Lagrangian in terms of non-homogeneous elds A and ~AD generally leads to the
problem on the separation of variables.
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the implicit substitution of particular gauge elds in terms of dual eld, while we must make
explicit substitutions in the nonabelian vertices of interactions. Nevertheless, we suggest that
the operation with the dual elds allows us to present some characteristic features of spin-
connection gauge eld12.
3.5.1 Dual ansatz
Following the notations of (41) in section 3.2, introduce the eld determining the strength














where the vacuum elds aD and bD have the expectation values
haD i = 0; hbD i = 0; haD aD i = 14 g2Pl[vDa ]2;
haD bD i = 14 g2PlvDa vDb ; hbD bD i = 14 g2Pl[vDb ]2:
(66)
In what follows we assume that the dual strength tensor is a sum over the tensors for the















D) = −(b2D mn − m bDbDn + n bDbDm);




we see that the term of Lagrangian linear over the background strength tensor and the dy-
namical tensor of curvature is equal to13
LG = −14 (v2b − v2a) R(Γ)− 14 ([vDb ]2 − [vDa ]2) R(ΓD): (69)
It is evident that the motion equations for the connections Γ and ΓD lead to zero covari-
ant derivatives of metric tensor over both connections, so that in the linear limit over the
strength of dynamical connection-elds the massless modes are coherent, and the connections




v2b − v2a + [vDb ]2 − [vDa ]2
 R(Γ): (70)
12Sure, in this construction we suppose the assumption on a possibility of correct separating the variables.
13We do not consider terms in the form of (v2a− v2b )mnRmn(ΓD) as well as that of dual to it, since such
contributions are equal to zero for the symmetric connection with the indices on the world coordinates.
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It is interesting to note that the cosmological constant determined by the vacuum elds in the
strength tensor and dual one takes the form
L[R0]2 = 3 g2Pl [(v2b − v2a)2 − ([vDb ]2 − [vDa ]2)2]; (71)
and it is cancelled, if14




Thus, the cancellation of cosmological term in this mechanism does not require an introduction
of spinor condensate, but we can again expect that fluctuation of vacuum elds probably could
lead to the expanding or contracting Universe.
The expectation value of vacuum strength is given by the expression
hF;mni = 12 (mn − nm) (v2a − v2b )− 12 mn([vDb ]2 − [vDa ]2); (72)
so that the expectation values of electric and magnetic elds15 are equal to
hEm;ni = 12 (v2a − v2b )mn; hHm;ni = 12 ([vDa ]2 − [vDb ]2)mn;
h ~Hm;ni = 12 (v2a − v2b )mn; h ~Em;ni = 12 ([vDa ]2 − [vDb ]2)mn:
(73)
The consideration of massive modes is analogous to section 3.4, and it leads to massive
vector and scalar elds16, so that






























We see that the number of gauge constraints for the elds is equal to 6 because17
a2 − v2a = 0; b2 − v2b = 0;
@ ! = 0 ~! − b (b  ~!) = 0;
while analogous constraints for the elds determining the dual strength tensor probably rep-
resent the additional conditions for the momenta of gauge elds, since in the dual notations
they are transformed in some ordinary constraints for the elds.
Thus, we have got 12 dynamical elds: 3 polarizations of massive vector eld and 3 ones
dual to them, the scalar massive eld and that of dual to it, as well as 2 modes of massless
eld with the spin 2 and 2 dual modes, which are coherent in the limit of Einstein gravity,
since the massless modes dier at the level of corrections suppressed by the square of ratio
given by the energy of eld quanta over the Planck mass.
14In comparison with section 3.2, the relation between the dierence of vacuum expectation values and the
Planck mass changes.
15Calculating the squares of elds entering the Lagrangian, we take into account their nonzero dispersion.
16The cross-terms linear in the massive elds and dual strength tensor of vacuum elds do not give new
eects: the gauge of vector elds takes a general form of ∂ ω − (ad, bd) = 0, and for the scalar elds the
terms three-linear in the vacuum eld are equal to zero.










are operated by the algebra of γ-matrices, which are dened by the following relations:
γm = +⊗
m + −⊗m; (75)
so that




(1 + i 2) is a raising operator, − = 
y
+ and
+− + −+ = 1; 2+ = 0: (77)
Eq. (77) points to that the quantities L = +−, R = −+ are projectors. Then we nd
fγn; γmg = +−⊗fnm + mng+ −+⊗fnm + mng = 2 nm: (78)
4.1 Internal symmetry
Since the Weyl factors enter the denitions of Dirac γ-matrices and bispinors, the above study
of invariant representation for the -matrices remains valid. The additional subject is the
invariant changes of representations for the matrices :
0+ = e
i f  +  f−1; (79)
where f 2 SU(2),  2 R can be local functions. As the left-handed and right-handed spinors
in the massless Dirac eld, which get the mass due to the interaction with scalar particles, are
independent and they can be separately put equal to zero, the additional group of symmetry
for the Dirac spinors is the product of groups on the chiral elds, so that
U(1)L⊗SU(2)L⊗U(1)R⊗SU(2)R: (80)
This fact can be veried and conrmed by a straightforward calculation, if we write down the
generators of unitary transformations for representations of Dirac spinors in the form of sum
over 16 independent basis matrices and nd the constraints for the coecients of linear span
from the equation for the conservation of Hamiltonian form for the Dirac eld in the massless
case.
The group of internal symmetry (80) includes the group of electroweak symmetry, which
is U(1)⊗SU(2)L. We see that the combining of two Weyl spinors in the multiplet of bispinor
involves the gauge symmetry for the Dirac spinors, so that, if we identify the group of elec-
troweak symmetry with the subgroup of (80), then we expect that the partner of electron in
the weak iso-doublet, i.e. neutrino, should be also the Dirac particle. A trivial speculation
concerns for that the group of internal symmetry could be extended, if the multiplet is built
by several Weyl spinors, and the group of quantum chromodynamics, for instance, does not
contradict with the above investigation for the Dirac spinors. More interesting challenge is an
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observability of extension for the electroweak group, that follows from (80). So, the multiplet
can be really more extended than the Dirac spinor, and hence, the additional group includes
the subgroup U(1)⊗SU(2)R.
Thus, in contrast to the Weyl spinors, for the invariant representations of Dirac algebra
on the bispinors there is the gauge group of internal symmetry (80) including the electroweak
group.
5 Supersymmetry
In the study of possible mechanism for the cancellation of cosmological constant in section
3.3, the problem on the necessity of supersymmetry between the bosonic and fermionic elds
has been mentioned.
In this section we discuss the problem on supersymmetry from a general point of view and
oer a BRST-generalization of operator for the evolution of Weyl spinor, that leads to the
supersymmetric transformations in the space of world coordinates and global spinors. Thus,
the introduction of parametric transformations determined by global Grassmann variables for
the Lagrangian of Weyl spinors results in the necessity of supersymmetry in the theory with
the Weyl spinors.
For the Lagrangian of Weyl spinor
L = p;
the partition function18 W depending on sources ; , has the form
W (; ) =
Z
dd eiL+i+i¯¯ = NW  eiG = NW  expf−i Kg;
where
K  p = 1;
so that the elds are equal to















It is convenient to x the normalization of elds so that L is the dimensionless quantity, and
the Weyl spinor has the dimension of inverse square root of energy (we can easily reconstruct
the usual normalization of elds and Lagrangian with no problem). In this way, the element
of space-time measure is included into the normalization.
The operator of evolution has the form
U(d) = eiLd ;







µpµ¯mdxm+immdxm+i¯m¯mdxm , where we can redene the elds θm = θ(xm) and
ηm = η(xm), so that the element of space-time dxm would enter in a implicit way, that allows us to make
a transition to global spinors in a simple manner. Therefore, we can consider the partition function for our
purpose.
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where the eld is given by the derivatives over the sources, and W (U) = U W  U y. In the
ordinary normalization we have d = Edt, E is an energy of state, dt is a shift of time.
Under the action of operator U , the elds on the partition function G get the phase shift
d , reflecting the arbitrary choice of time reference-point on the trajectory of free Weyl spinor.
Indeed, in accordance with the Hausdor formula
eA  eB = eA+B+[A;B]=2+:::
we nd
 G = i[L;− K]d G = −id  G
so that (d) = e−id.











where  is an innitesimal Weyl spinor, the parameter of transformation, so that f; g = 0
and
 = iLd^ = −p + p :
Then we nd that the action of operator on the elds gives
 G = [; @G
@
] G = [;− K] G =  G; (81)
  G = [; @G
@
] G = [;− K] G =  G: (82)
The local operator of coordinate gets the shift
x G = (−i + i ) G;
and we see that the considered BRST-transformation makes the group of supersymmetry in
the superspace R4j4 = fx; ; g.
Indeed, the action of commutator on the partition function has the form
[Q; Q] G = 2p ;
where we have introduced the notation
 = Q+ Q:
Taking into account the anti-commutative properties of transformation parameters ; , we
get
fQ; Q˙g = 2˙p:
A construction of Lagrangians invariant under the supertransformations in the theory of in-
teracting elds can be performed in the ordinary technique of superelds, wherein the   -
components are transformed as full divergences and, hence, produce the invariant Lagrangians.
Thus, the supersymmetry has to be considered as necessary ingredient in the theory of
interactions. Items on the structure of supersymmetric multiplets and spontaneous breaking
of supersymmetry need a model study.
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6 Discussion
The standard model of particle interactions, which nds an increasing number of its precise
experimental conrmations, is built on the principle of local gauge group acting on the spinors,
so that the Lagrangian remains invariant under the introduction of gauge vector elds. This
theory is stable under the quantum loop corrections, since they do not lead to a necessary in-
troduction of innite number of new physical quantities, and the renormalizability provides the
description of quantum elds in terms of their masses and charges, originally involved in the
theory in the formulation at the classical level. The Einstein{Hilbert theory of gravitation19
stands in a separate point, since it is based on no gauge principle with the vector elds me-
diating the interaction, but it operates with the metric tensor elds of spin 2, and in the
calculations of quantum loops the theory of gravity generally needs to introduce an innite
number of new physical quantities, since it is not renormalizable. Moreover, the intermedi-
ate vector elds lead to a repulsive force for charges with the same sign and to a attraction
for charges of dierent sign, so that trivial attempts to derive the Lagrangian of gravity on
the basis of gauge principle with a group not connected with the space-time characteristics
of particles, are certainly disfavored because the gravity does not distinguish the charges of
sources by their signs. The nonrenormalizability of Einstein gravity is, rst, a consequence
of form for the interaction of space-time metrics with the energy-momentum tensor. Since
the dimension of energy-momentum tensor is equal to four in the energy units, the rescaling
of metrics to the canonical unit dimension of bosonic eld20 results in that the coupling con-
stant should be equal to an inverse mass, so that loop corrections get increasing powers of
divergency. Second, after the rescaling to the dimensional bosonic eld of metrics, the factor
providing the invariance of space-time volume measure,
p−g, has a dimension equal to 2 and
involves an appropriate multiplying factor as a coupling constant of dimension minus 2, that
leads to the increase of divergency powers in the loop calculations with the matter, too. So,
the one loop corrections require the introduction of curvature tensor squared, that implies the
presence of higher space-time derivatives for the metrics as well as new coupling constants
and cosmological term [8]. Moreover, the Einstein theory of gravity has intrinsically got an
original scale of energy, that is determined by the dimensional gravitational constant, while in
the gauge theories the presence of intrinsic scale takes place only in the spontaneous breaking
of vacuum symmetry and the renormalization group breaking of conformal invariance. On the
other hand, the fundamental scale as in the gravitation can point to that there is a dimen-
sional quantity in the primary theory that could be naturally involved in theories of nonlocal
extended objects, for example, in the string theory. In this respect, the quantum theory of
gravity can be constructed with no connection with the gauge principle and renormalizability.
Some implications of such programme are well represented in modern studies of M-theory [9].
We emphasize also that the gauge interaction in extended dimensions leads to a necessary
introduction of fundamental scale of energy, since the coupling constant becomes dimensional,
that seems to be not attractive from the logical point of view because, for example, the con-
sideration of scalar complex eld, i.e. simple operation with the complex numbers, involves a
necessary fundamental length. So, a parting with the powerful features of gauge theories in
19See a modern textbook by W.Siegel [4].
20In the momentum space of k, the propagator of such eld behaves as 1/k2 with no other dimensional
parameters.
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four dimensions forwards the theories in extended dimensions does not seem to be crucial. In
another respect, a conversion to the theories of extended objects makes not only a logical step
forward a denying the completeness of local quantum eld theory, but also a more wide usage
of mathematical language with all of its beauty and complication of analysis. In the present
paper we have attempted to keep the quantum gravity in the framework of local quantum
eld theory by exploring a gauge symmetry possessing some nontrivial space-time properties
and spontaneous breaking of vacuum symmetry.
We have studied the equivalence of spinor algebra representations as the gauge symmetry
and found that the corresponding current by Noether for the Weyl spinors has occurred the
current of interaction with the spin-connection. The global invariance of Lagrangian has been
provided by the introduction of compensating gauge transformation for the auxiliary eld of
tetrad. The local gauge group has led to the introduction of nonabelian gauge elds, for which
the invariant Lagrangian has been dened. Then we have considered the example of nonzero
vacuum elds, which have caused the spontaneous breaking of vacuum symmetry and given the
eective low-energy Einstein{Hilbert action of gravity with the massless modes of spin 2, while
the other degrees of freedom for the gauge eld have got the masses. We have shown that the
most aesthetic variant of modelling the vacuum structure has involved the elds determining
the dual strength tensor of gauge eld, so that in this way, the mechanism for the cancellation of
cosmological constant has had the most natural form due to the symmetry between the gauge
vacuum elds and those of dual strength tensor. In the other mechanism, the cancellation of
cosmological term has taken place due to the condensate of spinor eld, that has to be tuned
with the condensates of gauge elds. This fact could suggest the underlying supersymmetry
between the fermionic and bosonic elds. We have shown that the necessary introduction of
supersymmetry has followed from the BRST-generalization of evolution operator for the Weyl
spinor, since the physical observables of free Weyl particle have not to depend on the choice
of time reference-point on the trajectory. Further we have shown which changes have been
brought into the theory by investigating the multiplet of Weyl spinors composing the Dirac
bispinor. In this case, the additional internal gauge symmetry including the standard model
electroweak symmetry has occurred.
The most challenging problems of oered approach are a consistent construction of pertur-
bation theory, a canonical quantization, a prove of renormalizability, a derivation of asymp-
totic freedom21, a study of quantum anomalies and a consequent motivated analysis of vacuum
structure.
This work is in part supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research, grants
01-02-99315, 01-02-16585 and 00-15-96645.
21We can easily nd the expression for the structure constants of group under study from the denition of
covariant derivative in the adjoint representation (33). So, for fKPM , where the anti-symmetric group indices






nηqm − δlpδknηqm − δkq δlnηpm + δlqδknηpm − δkpδlmηqn + δlpδkmηqn + δkq δlmηpn − δlqδkmηpn).
Then we can calculate the Casimir operator CA, dened by CA IPB = fKPMf
K
BM , where CA = 8, while the
group unity in the adjoint representation is given by IPB = 12Spq;bc in terms of S dened in (32). Therefore,
we can expect that up to the one loop accuracy of pure gauge theory, the β function is negative, and it is
equal to β(g2Pl) =
dg2Pl
d ln 2 = − 113 CA g
4
Pl
4 , pointing to the asymptotic freedom.
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